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We shall consider several well known subsets of spherical 3-space

5: the compact zero-dimensional set P described by Antoine [l]1

and the topological 3-cell C consisting of the "horned sphere" 2 of

Alexander [2] together with its interior. That the fundamental groups,

tti(S-P) and 7Ti(5— C), of their complementary domains are not finitely

generated (and hence in particular not trivial) was noted by Alex-

ander [2, pp. 9 and 11]. It is the main purpose of this note to give a

Fig. 1

complete proof of this remark, using explicit presentations of the

groups.2 We feel that this is justified by the historical significance of

these examples, even though on the one hand Antoine's set occurs as

a special case of a recent generalization [3] to n-dimensional space

(w^3) and on the other Alexander's example has been supplanted by

a much simpler one [4]. An unexpected consequence of the explicit

presentation of the groups is the discovery, of which we make use,

that 7Ti(5— C) is a homomorph of tti(S-P) ; the geometrical meaning

of this relationship between Antoine's and Alexander's examples is

not evident.

Of great interest, although not as well known, is the simply con-

Received by the editors July 13, 1949.
1 Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.

* A proof that iri(S—P) is non-trivial has been given by R. P. Coelho [ö]. By a

presentation {x/r = l} of a group we mean a system of generators {*, } and defining

relations {r< = l J.
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nected open subset M of S, which is not a topological open 3-cell,

constructed by Whitehead and Newman [5]. In §3 we give a simpli-

fied proof that M is not homeomorphic to an open 3-cell. The simpli-

fying ideas in this proof were used [4, example 1.3] in demonstrating

the properties of a certain set Z which combines the essential fea-

tures of the example of Alexander and that of Whitehead-Newman.

1. Alexander's horned cell. The complement, S—C, of Alex-

ander's horned cell is homeomorphic to the complement of an infinite

graph r, whose projection is shown in Fig. 1.

From this diagram a presentation of the group iri (S—C) =wi(S — T)

may be read, using a slight extension of a standard method.3 The gen-

erators are z, za, aa, b, ba, where a ranges over all finite sequences of

the form
a = cticti • • • cti,      o< = 1, 2,      1(a) = / > 0.

The defining relations are of three types:

(1) At the crossings (cf. Fig. 2)

(la) Pal = Za2<ZalZa2, Za2 = 0al#a2&al.

Fig. 2

(2) At the. points of order three (cf. Fig. 3)

(2a) Zo/Zalffal =  1| Öa»a2aa2 = I.

Fig. 3

(3) Around the singular points (cf. Fig. 4).

(3a) ba = Za,

>Cf. [4, p. 981].
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where al, «2 denote the sequences of length /+1 formed by adjoining

1 or 2, resp., to a.

Using (2a) and (3«) as definitions of the generators a and b we ob-

tain from (1„) the presentation:4

For each non-negative integer n we consider the free group Gn on

generators za, 1(a) = », and define a homomorphism <pn of Gn into

Gn+i by c6„(za) = [zai, z^1]. Clearly G is the direct limit of the homo-

morphism sequence Go—>Gi—>Gz—> • • ■ . Moreover, for each n, <j>n is

an isomorphism, for if w(za) is a reduced word in G„, then <pn(w(za))

= w( [z„i, z^1]) is necessarily a reduced word in Gn+i- Hence the groups

Gn may be identified with certain subgroups of G. Thus G = U^0G„

is the union of an increasing sequence of finitely generated free groups.

Since the rank of Gn is 2" we obtain the result,6

wi(S—C) is a locally free group and does not have finite rank.

2. Antoine's set. Consider a solid torus Po in S and k solid tori

T\, Tt, ' • • , Th in P0 arranged in cyclic order around Po in such a

way that each torus is simply linked with each of its neighbors.

Denote the union of 7i, T2, • • • , 7* by Pi and for each i= 1, 2, • • • ,

k select a homeomorphism /,• of P0 onto 7V For any finite sequence

a = ava2 •••«!, l^a.-^A, define f*=faifa2 ■ ■ ■ fai, Ta=f„(P0), and

Pi = Ui(<o=i Ta. Assuming k sufficiently large and the tori T\, - • •, T»

properly placed so that diam Ta—>0 as /(«)—>», the set P = f\ZoPi

is recognizable as Antoine's set. We denote the closure of the set

It is easily seen that P°i is of the same homotopy type as the com-

plement of the linkage whose projection is represented in Fig. 5,

where we have taken k even.

Labelling and orienting the edges as indicated we find by a stand-

ard procedure3 that 7Ti(P?) is generated by elements x, u, v, w, ai, bi,

• • • , ah, bk subject to the defining relations4

4 We use the notations [u, v] =uvu~1v~1, u'=vuv~1, u~"=vu~1v~1.

8 To show just that tti(5—C) is non-trivial, a simpler procedure is to exhibit a

representation of G into the symmetric group of order 6. Cf. [3]. For definition of

locally free group see [8].

Fig. 4

G = ti(5 - C) = {za, 1(a) ^ 0/za = [zai,

Pt-Pn byP„.
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ai 61
X     = W = X ,

, * it
Oi = V   = W ,
-l »:

Mx    = Ol = Oi ,

01      , ot

02 = 02 = «2,

I.*» 16403 = a3 = 03 ,

03 04

04 = o4 = a4 ,

Fig. 5

From these relations we can deduce that

öl Oi = a2 02 = • • • = die Ok = u V.

Denoting this element by y, we are now enabled to eliminate

w, v, w, bi, • • • , bk. As a result, we find that 7Ti(Pi) is generated by

x, y, oi, • • • , o*, subject to the relations

[*, y] - 1.

I y = [oj , ffj-i] = [«7, ««],     i = 2, 4, 6, 2,

y = [a* , a*_i] = [ak ,

Now since the closure of the set 7\- — t7,7\;- is just/,(P?), we see that

its fundamental group is given by generators x{ , yl, o«, a'a, ■ • • , o»
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and denning relations 1/, obtained by replacing x, y, »!,*••, a*

in I by */, y/, a'iU • • • , <z4, respectively. The intersection of P\ and

/.(P?) is the torus fi which is the boundary of Tit and whose funda-

mental group is free abelian on the two generators x{ and y(. Since x

and y may be represented by loops bounding in the closure of S—Pa

and in P0, respectively (see Fig. 5), it follows that xt =fi(x) and

yl =/«(y) may be represented respectively by equatorial and meridi-

onal loops on 7\. This observation enables us to compute from Fig.

5 the relations defining the injection irx( Ti)-+iri(Pt). They are

y< = «i,

Xi = Oi+iOi-i, i «■ 2, 4, • • • , k — 2,

H<                                   = «i+iöj-!, t    3, 5» • • • , k — 1,

= a2x  Si i, l = 1,

= Xdi X   Ctk-y, I = k,

where *<, y< (and later an, • • • , a,*) denote the elements rep-

resented by loops obtained by conjugating a representative of

xl, yf (au, • • • , Ou) by a (properly chosen) fixed path joining the

base point of ^(P?) to that of iri(/i(P?)).

Since the k sets/,(P?) are mutually disjoint, we may obtain a pres-

entation of the group xi(/-^) by k successive applications of the

algorithm for computing the fundamental group of a union.6 We thus

obtain

xi{P\) = {xa, ya, aa{/I, I<, Iii}

where 0^l{a)gl, *-i, 2, • • • , k.
Proceeding similarly with the adjunction of the sets Pft, Pi, • • • ,

we construct inductively presentations of the groups wi(P^):

iri(P„) = {xa, ya, aai/l, Iai, II«i}

where 0^/(a)^« — 1, i=l, 2, • ■ • , k and Ia<, IIa.- denote the rela-

tions obtained from I,- and Ilj by replacing i by ai (see below).

Since iri(Pa — P) is the direct limit of the homomorphism sequence

xi(P°i) -+ Tl(P5)

in which each homomorphism sends the generators of one group into

the same-named generators of the other, we obtain 7Ti(P0 — P) simply

by removing the restrictions on 1(a) in the presentations. A presenta-

tion of the group Ti(S — P) is obtained by adjoining the relation x = 1.

«Cf. [7, §52].
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Thus 7Ti(5 — P) is given by generators x„, y«. l(a)^0, with the

defining relations:

la

X = 1,

[xa, y«] = 1,

y« =

ytt =  [dak, dak-l] =  [ffa*, «öl ],

[daj, <I«,-l] =   [da), «a/+l], j = 2, 4, 2,

ya

Ha

—l

0ai+10ai-li
-1

0ai+l#ai-l,
-1 -1

aaiXa dakXa,
—1 -1

XaaalXa dak-\,

i = 2, 4,

i = 3, 5,

, k-2,

, I,
i = 1,

i =

That tti(S—P) is not finitely generated (and therefore nontrivial)

is demonstrated by the following homomorphism into tti(S—C):

ia = ya —* Zo-(a). if /(«) is odd,

if 1(a) is even,

• 2<r(a),

-1

zff(a).

where

for *=1,2,

<r(a) = (run • ■ • (T|,

/ and

<r,- = at (mod 2)

= 14-«,- (mod 2)

<r< = 1, 2,

if i is odd,

if i is even.

3. The Whitehead-Newman set. To obtain the Whitehead-New-

man set Tx one proceeds as in the construction of Antoine's set, using

k = 1 instead of k = 0 (mod 2). The solid torus corresponding to S—P0

of the preceding section is denoted in [S] by 22 = 5— To. The funda-

mental group Goo of £7o,» = To~TK = S—(R\JTM) is the limit of the

direct homomorphism sequence

Gi •Gj

where G„ denotes the fundamental group of Uo,n = T0— Tn = S

— (RKJTn). From the presentation (3.1) of [5] it follows that Gm has

the presentation

G„ = {ax, h, 0 ^ X < oo/[ax, 6X] = 1, t\ = [ax\ 0x+1][ax", oj^i],

flx+i = [ix+i, ax][*x+i, öx ]}.
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The fundamental group of S — Tm obtained by adjoining to GM the

relation a0 = 1, is obviously trivial. Thus 5— TK is a simply connected

open subset of S.

On the other hand the group Gx has the representation

ax^(l 2 3 4 5) (for X even)

-♦(1 5 3 2 4) (for X odd),

h -»(5 4 3 2 1) (for X even)

-♦(4 2 3 5 1) (for X odd),

in the symmetric group of order 5.

We assert that the complement S — (TX{JJ) of any compact sub-

set J of S—Tx containing R cannot be simply connected. For

S — (TKVJJ)QS — (R'UTao)QUa.oo, and we can always find X so large

that a\ is represented by a loop in Un,x — J, and this cannot be con-

tracted to a point in S—{TXVJJ) because ax^l in iri(Un,x). This

proves immediately that S—Ta is not an open 3-cell, for in an open

3-cell any compact set R is contained in a closed 3-cell J whose com-

plement is simply connected.
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